WOLF SAFE POOR PEOPLE
The first cryptocurrency to think about
reducing the poor by providing social
assistance
Whitepaper V1.0
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Wolf safe poor people team
Contact: dev@wolfsafepoorpeople.com

Abstract
While the world economy is expected to
recover to 4 percent growth in 2021, this is not
the case with extreme poverty. World Bank
projections suggest that the number of people
living in extreme poverty will not change
broadly between 2020 and 2021.
This is because most of the very low income
population is concentrated in the poorest
countries, such as Nigeria, India and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. More than
a third of the world’s poor are citizens of these
three countries.
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By creating programs to help poor people
around the world, wolf safe poor people are
committed to reducing poverty in the world by
using a blockchain system.

ABOUT WOLFSAFEPOORPEOPLE
It is the first currency that has a program to reduce world poverty with binance
smart chain technology to help get fundraising results. The establishment of
Token Wolf safe poor people is based on the binance smart chain, namely the
BEP-20 token with the symbol $ WSPP.

This token has a supply of 50,000,000,000,000,000 $ WSPP which will be divided
into
• 40% = free distribution to Airdrops & selfdrops / Token sale.
• 40% = will be Burn.

• 5% = will be held by the developer of this program.
• 5% = will be stored in liquidity traded at the Pancacke swap / Bakery swap.
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Vision and Mision
A. Vision
Our vision is to reduce poverty in the world by means of which everyone has the
right to have WSPP tokens that can be stored in their wallets.
That way, it has helped our program in reducing poverty so that price changes will
take effect as planned. After that our next program will make a large donation to
every poor person in the world regardless of which country.
B. Mision
Our mission is to make the world's eyes open that humans are social creatures
who are very dependent on others.
For this reason, forming a good ecosystem with cryptocurrency masters will make
it easier for us to help every poor person in the world.
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HOWTORICH
WSSP holders can use it to trade on the market yield from the
free $ WSPP they get.
The more exchanges the greater the price value of WSPP, the
dapart can invest in the future in HSPP investment applications
(help safe poor poeple), HSPP exchanges, and online
applications, eCommerce platforms, exchanges that accept
WSPP.

OURPROMISE
The WSPP owner, beside him in the HSPP application,
can also hoard and profit from holding WSPP currency.
We has a transcendent policy to generate monthly
profits with WSPP growth value (minimum 10% / month)
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THE ECOSYSTEM WSPP
Our ecosystem consists of 4 core components: cryptocurrency, cryptocurrency
exchange, donation investment application, eCommerce platform to help poor people,
that built to create value for $WSPP crypto-currency investors and holders .
•
•

•

•
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WSPP cryptocurrency. WSPP currency uses blockchain to transfer the value and
bene-ts of cryptocurrency holders.
HSPP - cryptocurrency exchange. HSPP cryptocurrency exchange allows trading and
storing cryptocurrencies. In addition, it also pays pro-ts to investors holding WSPP
cryptocurrency.
HSPP – Donation investment application. the current inadequacies of currency
exchange rate dierences between countries. HSPP donation Investment application
allows people to invest to donate poor people worldwide by paying with WSPP
cryptocurrency.
E-commerce platform to help poor people. eCommerce platform allows anyone to
buy/sell decentralized goods and pay with WSPP cryptocurrency, address the current
inadequacies of currency exchange rate dierences between countries. Poor people
can sell anything and you will be able help them !
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Phase 1 Q2 2021
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•

Launch the $WSPP on Binance Smart Chain is done. This is building the
foundation of project

•

40 Trilion $WSPP used to find funds that will be included in the pancake swap
liquidity and bakeri swap as the basis for developing this project.By means of
Airdrop and Selfdrop and token sale All proceeds from the sale of tokens will be
inputted into the pancakeswap / bakeryswap liquidity as the initial stage of
establishing a fundraising project.

•

this will be done for 1 month in raising funds. after all the funds raised, WSPP is
ready to liquidate at Pancakeswap and Bakeryswap as well as managing large
exchanges such as Binance.

PHASE 2 Q3 2021
• Create a multi-functional website official with the name HSPP, where
everyone can transact WSPP by voluntarily exchanging, investing,
liquidity, buying products of the poor and can exchange with currencies
and cryptocurrencies.
• Made a $ WSPP listing offer to several major exchanges such as houbit,
binance, okex, mxc and others.
• Plant to distribution donation.
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PHASE 3 Q1 2022
• The team will conduct a detailed mapping of all poor people
in the world. this is done to find out how much money and
goods will be donated to each region of the world so that it
will be evenly distributed.
• After the mapping is evenly distributed, we will create a
team in each region so that it makes it easier to distribute
the aid.
• Start distributing social assistance to all poor people in the
world.
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PHASE 4 Q2 2022
• Preparing for the burning of unsold $ WSPP and imposing
new multi blockchain WSPP tokens whose exchange rate is
the same as the previous $ WSPP as one of the first steps
in a major update on the blockchain itself.

• Planning the welfare of the team in the sense of making a
valid company so that workers get prosperity and
enthusiasm in working as community assistants.
• Made a big change in the blockchain where WSPP can be
used multi platform not only BSC but will make its own
blockchain with its own server.
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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Thank You
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